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About This Content

The Kombat Pack is the best way to upgrade your Mortal Kombat Standard Edition. The Kombat Pack includes:

• 6 new DLC playable characters, released over time
• 1 week early access to DLC characters, exclusive to Kombat Pack owners

• 7 exclusive Character Skins
• 7 exclusive sets of gear
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Title: Mortal Kombat 11 Kombat Pack
Genre: Action
Developer:
NetherRealm Studios, QLOC, Shiver
Franchise:
Mortal Kombat
Release Date: 23 Apr, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64-bit Windows 7 / Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i5-750, 2.66 GHz / AMD Phenom II X4 965, 3.4 GHz or AMD Ryzen™ 3 1200, 3.1 GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce™ GTX 670 or NVIDIA® GeForce™ GTX 1050 / AMD® Radeon™ HD 7950 or AMD®
Radeon™ R9 270

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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A very good game, it's really nice already how it is, but I would recommend to the developers that they should add more info
about different aspects of the games, just as economics, and politicians characteristics (as just the name of those are not enough
to have enough understanding). Although there's a chance the sales are not enough to have those extra characteristics the
developers promise for free, they should release them at least for a price, as 10 years I believe are good, still, more could be
better.. Bad game, totally worthless.. Bad combat - bad control systems - bad game. The idea of this game is amazing. However,
I have never been able to even play the game. Each time I've purchased it, it never works. I see that, on occasion, it gets updated,
but nothing changes. Same ole crap. I would play a game like this in an instant. Just as long as it runs properly.. Pros:
Fun game. Never played the actual boardgame, but this game is just fun. Mechanics are good. Strategy seems deep.
only $10

Cons:
interface bad. clunky. Not a huge deal but still. game is only $10 after all.
Got a few bugs that can get annoying.
Tutorial is awful. Was seriously thinking about just forgetting this whole game and never playing it again after going through the
first 4 tutorials. Don't know how they messed it up this bad. The way the tutorial explains the game makes no sense. Its just feels
like a jumbled pile of random instructions that give no insight into the rules or mechanics of the game.

****Big tip here: Skip the tutorials and watch one of the instruction videos online about how to play this game instead. An 18
minute video is infinitely better and will make everything make sense: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Yg2vIWCSmg Skip
the tutorials.. A Meat Boy-alike that for some reason nobody seemed to notice, myself included, until it got its Switch port. I'd
still hold Meat Boy as the better game (potentially catastrophic bugginess aside), but if you like most people have long since
exhausted that game's replay value then this one's worth checking out. The low-fi graphical style, while somewhat messy in
places and clearly more of a crutch than a stylistic choice, does at the very least communicate hazards well at a glance by
painting them all red. You get a phase move and a dash which allows for a bit more variety, and they're put to generally smart
use in the levels -- of which there's already been one free content pack released, with another on the way.

The two biggest strikes against it are a general lack of levels larger than a single screen, and the hitboxes between two rapidly
moving objects can be unreliable; dashing into moving platforms or trying to squeeze by mobile hazards can produce quite
varied and frustrating results. It's still a mostly-quality production with an above-average soundtrack for a good price.. This a
very addicting game that can be a quick play, or eat a whole 2 hours of your time.
P.L.P.A. Is a 16-bit dungeon crawler full of randomizing rooms, Traps, enemies, bosses, an tons of items.
The item system used is a "Grab-n-Go" style where you find a power up and decide to take it or leave it. The enemies randomize
just like the rooms, and the maps often times consist of 20 or so rooms. It always keeps me on my toes because its so EASY TO
LOSE! The second you go "hey a potion!" you have a boulder crush you or an enemy hits you. Stay awake or sleep for good.
Overall a fantastically made game. I am eager waiting for updates and play it regularly. Give the weak graphics some mercy,
because this gameplay is GOLD.. Similar to the Zuma series or Luxor, you shoot colored balls at a slowly moving ball-snake
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(my termonology) that is trying to get to a hole in the ground. If the ball-snake reaches the hole, you lose the level. After a few
levels you get some power ups that randomly appear after making matches. Every 4 or 5 levels you get a key that lets you unlock
more power ups. You can choose which power ups you want to unlock. It's always nice to have control over what special powers
you have so you can play in your style. The levels get tougher as the game progresses: 2 ball-snakes at once, zig-zag paths that
make it difficult to shoot balls where you want them, tunnels where you can't get at part of the ball-snake while it goes through,
etc.

Power ups include:

Slow - always useful!
Backwards - the ball-snake creeps backwards for a few seconds
Shooter (I forget what it's called) - you shoot a fire dart, first only one but later you can upgrade to 3.
Blast - creates a big blast that takes out all balls in the area of the blast, small at first but can be upgraded
Orb of Decay - This is a good one, though it sounds like it would slowly decay them it actually does it instantly. A trail of black
smoke destroys orbs in a certain area when you use this one.
And more that I have not unlocked yet.

The main gameplay area is shown as a map that you progress across (I can't remember if there was some kind of story).
There is also a Challenge area where you try to play levels as long as you can. Those unlock as you go along in the main map
gameplay. I'm not sure if there are leaderboards or if you are just playing for your own record.

There are Achievements.
There are Trading Cards.
There are 3 Difficulty settings including "Nightmare" for those who want a challenge!

Graphics aren't the greatest (looks like a phone game) and the music is probably that free stuff but I just want to play, I don't
care how things look and sound. There is one music track I like that is fun and quirky. I assume it randomly picks a track.

It's a great game for short bursts of play.

((For the record, I bought this on Steam with my own money.)
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i thought it was for computer, being stupid and not cheaking it i bought it.
in the video clip it should SAY its not for computer.. As commendable as a one-man project might be, Mechanism is 
underperforming. Its captivating, eerie atmosphere and music get swallowed whole by the game's own Phlegm: mildly
annoying-to-gamebreaking bugs. Achievements not unlocking after several walkthroughs, randomly clipping into the void, a
chance your game might restart when entering a new area, controller-keyboard controls displaying at the same time... the 
inconsistency is painfully patent. Had it not been for the aforementioned, you could easily look past the unfavorable camera
angles in closed spaces and its vaguely developed premise. Unfortunately, as it is, this Mechanism still needs a bit more oiling
to function properly.. Easily the best valus for money of any DLC pack for Grid 2. 2 tracks and the world's greatest supercar
for just 7 bucks and less during a sale or free weekend. If you like the base game and you don't want to splurge on dlc, go
with this.. Cheesy, dumb, and all in all just.. perfect

It put a smile on my face, and the 20 minutes playing this game through 4 times was well worth it!. Much like the Qix arcade
game of the 80's and just as fun and addictive. Superb little indie game that should'nt be passed up. Great soundtrack too..
An amazing adventure! Fully set up for use in Fantasy Grounds, Out of the Abyss is the finest module released by Wizards
of the Coast to date. Getting started is very easy and everything you need to play is included.. I try to see the good points to
every game I play but this DLC is pretty bad I like the main game despite the facepalm moments but this DLC is:
-You get the girls from the main game cut the parts you like most glue all and you get some kind of frankenstein
-When you have the frankenstein put her in some occidental clothes despite being some kind of new age Edo
-Then leave the frankenstein in a photograpy studio and make her stay in diferents places
despite all of this the Idea was good I prefert If this character have some implication in the main game but sorry I can't
recomend not this time. This is a great little game especially if you can get it on sale for only a dollar. I already put in maybe
6 good hours, it's fun, the game is hard, the difficulty comes from actually flying your ship since you use thrusters and the
only way to slow your momentum is to fire the thrusters in the opposite direction of your current momentum otherwise you
keep sliding all over the place. You can shoot asteroids which is the main objective in the game, little alien enemy ships spawn
sometimes throughout the game that you need to focus down, some of them shoot lazer beams at you that you can shoot and
homing missiles that you can shoot, some of them throw out death beam lazers that you can't shoot that you just have to move
to avoid, and there's occasionally a boss fight like what's in the video preview for the game the really big ships that take up
half the screen. It is a great game, i was pleasantly surprised by it, I recommend, if it looks like you might enjoy this by
watching the preview video I recommend trying it, it's fun.. This game is so funny! I really hope they make another one in
the future <3. If there isn't a Laser Cats mod for this game, then you don't need to play it.
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